


The banks of the river IJ have been the centre 
of activity in Amsterdam for centuries. Here lie 
the foundations of the history of our capital. 
Right there you will find the perfect spot for 
your event. A perfect location with allure that 
offers your guests a unique experience.  
PTA is your gateway to success.

Passenger Terminal Amsterdam is the event 
location in the heart of Amsterdam boasting 
spectacular views over the river IJ, city centre 
and outstanding parking facilities. The 
transparency and open character of the  
location not only provides a splendid  
backdrop to your event, but offers you the 
possibility of adapting and decorating the 
venue entirely according to your wishes and 
requirements. From dinners and receptions 
to large scale exhibitions, congresses and 
staff parties, our experience with events 
guarantees professional guidance.

Your gateway to success



‘ Content   is  the  centre of  a  congress,  meeting  or  presentation,  
the  perfect   atmosphere  will strengthen  that’

Meeting   &  Congress



‘ In a venue that bathes in sunlight, 
guests will really enjoy the true beauty 
of your product’

Exhibition



‘ Food is one of life’s daily necessities. It is there to enjoy, to be 
among people and to turn important occasions into a feast’

Dinner



 
‘ A party always needs a personal touch. The fact that PTA  
is a location that you can entirely adjust, means your party  
will always be tailored to your needs’    



‘ This unique venue will get you inspired  
and will be the best décor for your film-, 
photo shoot or fashion show’

Film-, Photoshoot        
  or Fashionshow     



Meeting &  
Congress 

 
Exhibition 

 
Dinner

Reception &  
Company Party

MAIN DECK
150 – 1.200 1.800 150 – 1.000 300 – 1.500

PROMENADE DECK 
Max. 700             740 100 – 400 100 – 700

PANORAMA DECK 
Max. 300            340 Max. 200

 
Max. 350

Capacity decks Facts & Figures

parking space for buses
(also for loading and unloading)

preferred partners

21
possible break out 

rooms

spacious backstage

black out canopy

1000
hotel rooms nearby

production office

ledwall in your  
company colour

effective event 
space

view over  
water and city

outside terrace

5 lcd screens  
in lobby

three-phase
electric power

excellent attainability
by car, train & boat

free wifi 20 minutes by car 
from Schiphol

wheelchair  
accessible

550 parking spaces city centre

all decks attainable 
by elevator



More information?

W ptamsterdam.com
T  020 509 1000
M  info@ptamsterdam.com

PTA is part of a successful collaboration 
between four diverse music and hos-
pitality organizations at the river IJ that 
has resulted in the creation of ijVENUES. 
This cooperation is characterized by 
its unique and broad cultural network. 
Conferences and events of up to 5.000  
participants, of which 1.250 in plenary  
sessions, more than 20 break out 
 rooms and more than 4.000 m2 of 
meeting space are available. 
www.ijvenues.com 


